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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 
 
TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
Dear members of the Economy, Energy and Fair Work Committee, 
 
As a pub goer I am in favour of the Tied Pubs Bill and would like the Scottish Parliament to 
support it. 
 
It is right that we give greater protections in law to pubs and to the licencees who run them. 
 
I support the Tied Pubs Bill for three main reasons: 
 
Saving pubs: 
 
I believe that this Bill will improve the Scottish pub sector for everyone. If tenants are 
treated fairly by their pub companies and can pay market price for rents and beer, they will 
be able to earn a better living and invest in their pubs, driving up quality in pubs for Scottish 
people.  
 
Consumer choice: 
 
Having a Pubs Code and Adjudicator in Scotland is important because it will help improve 
choice in pubs for consumers like me. I would welcome the opportunity to see more beers 
from small, independent Scottish breweries in pubs.  
 
Supporting tied tenants: 
 
I think that a benefit of having a Pubs Code and Adjudicator is that it will help to make sure 
that Scottish tenants of pub companies are no worse off than tenants who aren’t tied to pub 
companies. As a regular visitor to pubs, I really respect the hard work that licencees put in 
to run successful pubs, and they deserve to be treated fairly.  
I feel really strongly that tenants should have their rights protected in law. Pubs are vital to 
communities all over Scotland and giving tenants legal right is really important to making 
sure that they can buy products at a fair price, which will keep prices in pubs down for 
consumers as well. 
 
Please support the Tied Pubs Bill and allow it to be fully debated and voted upon by MSPs. 
 
Thank you for taking my views into consideration. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Robin Livingstone 


